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Year 6 



Activity: 

Rolls  
  
Pencil rolls – long and straight 
Tuck rolls – start on knees then tuck up 
Teddy bear roll – start in a straddle and roll round in a circle (try back 
to back with a partner) 
Rock and roll – start in tuck on their bottom then rock onto back then 
to a sitting tuck (don’t let hand’s touch the floor, also try with a bean 
bag in between feet and knees or try to rock to finish in a standing 
position).  

Learning Intentions: 
To recognise and describe what their bodies feel like during different  types of movement 
The importance of tucking their head in forward rolls. 
Perform a forward roll carefully, under supervision. 
To learn different ways and directions of rolling. 
  

Starter Activity: 
Beans On Toast 
  
Children travel around the room. For example: 
hop scotch 
skipping 
hopping 
jogging 
  
When the teacher shouts out a signal the children find a mat and make the required 
shape. Last one to the mat or doing the wrong shape is out. 
Sausage – pencil shape (back belly or side). 
Beans – tuck shape 
Bacon – pike shape 
Jam – star shape (back or belly) 
Spaghetti – star shape on their feet wiggling arms and legs. 
  
5 mins: Stretch out major muscle groups from head to toe. 

Gymnastics 
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Progressions: 

Create a sequence using 4 different rolls.  
Discover how you can adapt rolls working in pairs. 

E.g. Pencil roll holds onto partner’s feet and roll at the same time. 

Cool – down: 5 mins 
Shapes: teacher shouts a shape out and the class makes the shape in different ways (stood 
up and lay down). 

Forward roll – go through the steps clearly: 
Pencil 

Tuck 
Hands down 
Bottom up in the air 
Head in (chin on their chest) 
Push with their feet and roll 

  
Forward roll: finish in a: 
Tuck shape. 
Straddle shape 
Pike shape 
Pencil shape (stood up) 
Backward roll preps: start in s tuck shape with a bean bag in between 
their feet. Roll backwards onto their back then straighten their legs out 
to drop the bean bag in the hoop behind their head. 
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Year 5 



Activity: 
Children play in teams of two. To score a point they need to dribble or pass their way past 
the opposition into the end zone. The team without the ball must try and win the ball 
without snatching and then attack their opponents end zone. Change teams regularly. 

Starter Activity: 
Children are split into two teams. On the teacher’s whistle one child from each team races 
through the cones in a zigzag motion. The first one through the green cones wins a point 
for their team. 
Place a ball on a cone (Picture 2). Children can now race whilst dribbling a ball. However, 
the first player through the green cone gets to keep the ball. The opposite player must 
leave their ball as soon as the opposition player travels through the green cone and tries 
to tackle them. Children must compete against each other and try to score a point by 
kicking their ball against the ball on the cone. 

Attacking and Defending 

Challenges: 
 Place extra balls on cones to make the target larger 

Skills: 
Can children look forward and also keep an eye on the other team so they are ready to 
defend. 
Quick reaction to the teacher’s whistle to get to the ball first. 
In order to beat their opponent speed and change of direction from the player who has 
the ball. 
When defending the ball, the child must watch the ball and move their body into a correct 
position to stop the attacker getting past. 

Progressions: 
Instead of children setting off on the teacher’s whistle children can now set off on their own 
trigger (example- as soon as the red child sets off the blue must set off giving slight 
advantage to the red team). 
Change the way they travel through the zigzag cones (example-sideways, backwards). 

Learning Intentions: 
Recognise skills that are important to the game. 
Recognise skills that are transferable to other sports. 
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Challenges: 
Challenge some children by asking them to pass to a different child than they received from 

Skills: 
Ask children to play a fake pass. This is where a child pretends to pass one way but passes 
the other way. 
Children to attack quickly when they win possession of the ball. 
Children must pass and move for another to create space for the person in possession of 
the ball. 
Working together – good teamwork /communication skills. 
Once a team have lost possession, when attacking can they adapt quickly to defending and 
win the ball back. 

Progressions: 
Change teams to 4v4. Adapt area to suit 4v4. 
You cannot dribble into the end zone. Now to score a point you must pass to a player in the 
end zone 

Equipment Football 
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Year 4 



Orienteering the map 

Set out cones as shown on map sheet 1. Place all map 1 sheets in a pile. Group children into 
pairs. Children take turns to collect a map one between two then stand next to the cone 
circled on the sheet facing forward. Encourage children to then check their partners map to 
see if they are stood in the correct position. If pairs feel unsure they should ask the teacher, if 
happy with position of their partner children return the map to the pile then the other child 
choses a different map and stands in the position shown. 

Start with different colour cones in each row and progress to cones with the same colour. 

Worksheets from the resource pack 

Print cone maps from the resource CD. 

K e y  P E  S p o r t s  

Learning Intentions: 
Children understand the concept of a basic map and can follow simple route. 



Orienteering the map 

Using the cone maps encourage children to start with their thumb on the map indicating the position 
they are stood in. As children walk following the trail they should move their thumb indicating their 
new position. Partners should follow looking at the map as they travel. When the trail has finished 
encourage children to check start and finish positions and the direction they travelled throughout the 
trail. 

Can children complete course on a bigger scale with more cones (use play ground/outside area). Use 
more cones with bigger gaps. 

 Challenge some children to work with a map with all the same colour of cones. 

Encourage children to keep the map facing the same way when travelling through cones. Use a 
feature in the room to indicate north (example windows or entrance). Children should keep the arrow 
on the map facing this feature throughout their travelling. 

When thumbing, encourage children to point their thumbs in the direction children are facing.  

Complete the multiple choice symbol quiz. 

K e y  P E  S p o r t s  

Learning Intentions: 
Children understand the concept of a basic map and can follow simple route. 
Children to self and peer asses routes followed on a map. 
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Year 3 



Activity: 
Two children in each group take turns to retrieve a ball from behind the guards (the guards 
are yellow on the diagram) and then pass the ball back to their line as fast as possible. The 
guards can only move within their cones and their job is to try and tag people who enter 
their zone.  If a child is caught then both children must return to the back of their line 
without a ball. Once children have retrieved a ball they can pass their way to the line and 
can not be tagged by the guards. 

Challenges: 
Challenge the guards by changing the width of the area. Challenge children with more 
guards. 
 

Skills: 
On the way back to the line ask children to speed up when they have space in front of them. 

Progressions:  
Introduce more guards. 

Learning Intentions: 
Children pass and receive whilst moving in a controlled manner. 
Children understand effective communication/signals when passing and receiving. 

Starter Activity: 
Children must travel in a zigzag motion until they reach the top. As soon as 1 child reaches 
the first cone the next child can start. 
After 1-2 minutes change the way they travel to each cone (example, sideways, skipping, 
backwards). 

ABC’s 

Progressions: 
Children can now travel back down the middle once they have reached the top.  Encourage 
children to change direction instead of stopping. 
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Equipment Netballs 
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Year 2 



Activity: 
Children work in pairs to achieve their best score on each event. All children start and 
finish on the teachers whistle. Once they have completed the event they mark down their 
score on the playground using chalk so it is visible to the next pair.  
Game 1. Children take turns to count how many times they can pass the ball into the hoop 
from behind the line. 
Game 2. Children count how many passes they can make to each other from behind the 
line. 
Game 3. Children count how many passes they make in-between the gaps of the cones. 
Game 4. Children take turns to zig-zag through the cones. Children receive a point each 
time they swap over. 
Game 5. The ball must travel around the outside of the square. Children must pass then 
run to the next empty cone ready to receive. Children can not dribble with the ball. 
Children record the total amount of passes. 

Skills: 
Each time they touch the ball they should look forward or behind. 
Can children travel faster with the ball when they are returning to their line. 
 

Progressions: 
 Introduce more equipment. 
Adapt the size of the areas. 

Starter Activity: 
One at a time children start by travelling through the cones without a hockey stick and ball. 
Once they return the next child can set off. 

Competitive 

Progressions: 
Change the way children travel through the cones. 
When a child reaches the end of the first line the next child can set off. Challenge children 
to try and catch the child in front. 
Introduce a hockey stick and a ball each. Children now dribble through the cones. 
Only the hockey stick and ball should perform the zig-zag motion the body should stay on 
one side of the cones. 

Equipment Hockey 

Challenges: 
Challenge the group to stay as close to the cones without touching them. 

Learning Intentions: 
Demonstrate quicker sending and receiving skills when playing against other children. 
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Year 1 



Seasons 

D 

A 

N  

C  

E  

Meadow activity – the children are going to pretend they are in a meadow with all the flowers 
and dandelions. 
1. Run around the room 
2. Grab a big bunch of flowers 
3. Enjoy the nice fresh smell 
4. Catch a butterfly, look at it and then let it fly off 
5. Pretend to be a rabbit 
6. Fly a kite 

Remind children that each action needs to be a count of 8. 

Discuss with the children the different seasons (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter).  This week the 
focus is spring. Ask for ideas to represent spring. 
Spring – The Beginning of Life.  Ask children for examples of what animals are born (rabbits, 
ducklings, lambs, piglets deer's etc). Play music and ask children to travel around the room in 
different ways, once the music stops they must act out one of the animals. 

Allow children to watch each other’s performances and provide feedback. 

Objectives 
 
Perform basic dance actions 
with control and fluency 
Choose  appropriate 
movements  for dance 
 
 
 

 

Learning Outcomes 
 
Create simple patterns on 
their own and in small groups 

Practise with music. 

Talk about flowers growing and how the children are going to represent the growth of a flower.  
Start in a crouched position as a seed and bounce 8 times to show the seed getting energy and 8 
counts for the nutrients to grow. Slowly start to grow up to a count of 8 and then open one arm 
and then the other to show the petals opening to 8 counts. Then sway side to side 4 times as the 
wind (8 counts). 

Music suggestions 
Summer, Calvin Harris 
 
 

Children to think of own routine. 

K e y  P E  S p o r t s  


